Abstract-In the past decade, matrix factorization has been extensively researched and has become one of the most popular techniques for personalized recommendations. Nevertheless, the dot product adopted in matrix factorization based recommender models does not satisfy the inequality property, which may limit their expressiveness and lead to sub-optimal solutions. To overcome this problem, we propose a novel recommender technique dubbed as Metric Factorization. We assume that users and items can be placed in a low dimensional space and their explicit closeness can be measured using Euclidean distance which satisfies the inequality property. To demonstrate its effectiveness, we further designed two variants of metric factorization with one for rating estimation and the other for personalized item ranking. Extensive experiments on a number of real-world datasets show that our approach outperforms existing state-of-the-art by a large margin on both rating prediction and item ranking tasks.
Introduction
Recommender systems (RS) are among the most ubiquitous and popular components for modern online business. RS aims to identify the most interesting and relevant items (e.g., movies, songs, products, events, articles etc.) from a large corpus and make personalized recommendation for each user. An increasing number of e-commerce and retail companies are utilizing RS to promote their products, enrich shopping potential, boost sales and encourage customer engagement. For customers, RS is an essential filtering tool for overcoming information overload caused by unmanageable amount of resources and selections. As such, RS is of great value to both companies and end users, and a wide spectrum of recommendation models have been developed in the past decade.
RS predicts user's preference on items based on their historical interactions such as ratings, previous purchases and click-through. In general, there mainly exist two categories of recommender tasks: rating prediction and item ranking. The former targets on estimating real-valued rating score (e.g., 1 to 5) of unrated items to which users may likely give based on observed explicit ratings. Many well-known websites such as Netflix, Movielens, IMDB and Douban collect explicit ratings which could be used as an important indicator of user interests and preferences. In some cases where explicit ratings are absent, rank-based recommendation models are more desirable and practical as abundant implicit feedback (e.g., click, view history, purchase log etc.) can be used for generating personalized ranked lists to accomplish the recommendation goal. In this study, we will investigate the usefulness of metric factorization on both scenarios.
RS has been an active research area for both practitioners and researchers. Since the Netflix contest, many recommender systems resort to matrix factorization (MF) due to its superior performance over non-personalized and memory based approaches. MF factorizes the large user-item interaction matrix into a product of two low-dimensional matrices. MF assumes that users and items can be represented by latent factors in a low dimensional space, and models their similarities with dot product. In recent years, many variants based on matrix factorization such as, SVD [1] , Bayesian personalized ranking [2] , weighted regularized matrix factorization [3] , probabilistic matrix factorization [4] have been developed. To some extent, MF has become a dominant pillar for building up recommender systems despite the fact that its performance may be hindered by the simple choice of interaction method: dot product [5] , [6] . It is known that dot product does not satisfy the triangle inequality [7] which is defined as: "the distance between two points cannot be larger than the sum of their distances from a third point" [8] . This weakness limits the expressiveness of matrix factorization and may result in sub-optimal solutions. Detailed explanations are provided in Section 3. Moreover, empirical studies also show that matrix factorization is prone to overfitting for large size of latent factors, which substantially restrict the model flexibility and capability.
To mitigate the above mentioned problem, we propose a novel technique: Metric Factorization, which is applicable to both rating prediction and item ranking. The rational is to replace the dot product of MF with Euclidean distance, and consider the recommendation problem from a position and distance perspective. It factorizes the interaction matrix into user and item dense embedding, and makes recommendations based on their estimated distances. The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We proposed a novel technique, metric factorization, in which users and items are represented as points in a multi-dimensional coordinate system. Their distances are measured with the Euclidean distance. Recommendations are made based on user and item closeness.
• We specify two variants of metric factorization to solve the two classic recommendation tasks: rating prediction and item ranking. Our model can effectively learn the positions of users and items in both settings. Source code of metric factorization is available at Github 1 .
• Extensive experiments on a wide spectrum of large scale datasets demonstrate that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art models by a large margin in terms of both rating estimation and item ranking tasks.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 conducts a brief review on studies that are highly relevant to our model. Section 3 describes the research problem. Section 4 introduces the basic concept of factorization machine. Section 5 to 7 introduce how to perform rating prediction and item ranking with metric factorization respectively. Section 8 demonstrates the model efficacy based on extensive experiments on real-life datasets, and analyzes the model parameters and Section 9 concludes this paper.
Related Work
Matrix factorization is one of the most effective methods for item recommendation. The first version of matrix factorization for recommender task is designed by Simon Funk 2 in Netflix contest for rating prediction. Later studies improved MF and proposed many variants. For example, Koren et al. [9] introduced user and item biases to model user and item specific features. Salakhutdinov et al. [4] , [10] interpret MF into a probabilistic graphical model to alleviate the sparsity and in-balance in real-world datasets. Matrix factorization can also be generalized to solve personalized item ranking problem. Two classic top-N recommendation models based on matrix factorization are: Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [2] and Weighted Regularized matrix factorization (WRMF) [3] . BPR tackles the item ranking problem from a Bayesian perspective, and it aims to push unobserved user item pairs away from observed user item pairs. WRMF is another effective approach for item ranking. WRMF uses implicit binary feedback as training instances and considers all entries (including unobserved 1 . https://github.com/cheungdaven/metricfactorization 2. http://sifter.org/simon/journal/20061211.html entries) of the user item interaction matrix. WRMF also has a confidence value used to control the weight of negative and positive entries. Incorporating side information into MF is also viable, nonetheless, this work mainly focuses on overcoming the limitation of dot product and we leave the side information modelling with metric factorization as a future work.
As aforementioned, despite the success of MF, it capabilities are constrained by dot product. To this end, several attempts are made to overcome this problem. One approach is to introduce non-linearity to matrix factorization [11] . Dziugaite et al. [12] proposed a neural network generalization of matrix factorization by modeling the user-item relationships with non-linear neural networks. The basic idea is to apply non-linear activation functions over the element-wise product of user and item latent factors. He et al. [5] followed this idea and proposed the neural collaborative filtering (NeuMF) model for personalized ranking task. NeuMF consists of a generalized MF and a multilayer perceptron. It treats the one-class collaborative filtering problem as a classification task and optimizes the network with a cross-entropy like loss. Wu et al. [13] proposing using denoising autoencoder to introduce non-linearity to interaction modelling. However, neural networks require more efforts in hyper-parameters tuning, and these settings are usually not adoptable between different datasets.
Another promising attempt is to directly adopt a metric which satisfies the axiom of triangle inequality. Collaborative metric learning (CML) [14] is such a method which generalizes metric learning to collaborative filtering. CML follows the idea of the largest margin nearest neighbour algorithm (LMNN) [15] . LMNN aims to estimate a linear transformation to formulate a distance metric that minimizes the expected kNN classification errors. LMNN consists of two critical operations: pull and push. The pull operation acts to pull instances in the same class closer, while the push operation acts to push different labeled instances apart. Strictly, CML does not learn the transformation function but the user vectors and item vectors. It only has a push term, which means that CML can only push items that the user dislikes away while does not provide a strategy to pull items the user likes closer. Hsieh et al. [14] mentioned that the loss function of CML would pull positive items when encountering imposters. Nevertheless, this kind of indirect pull force is too weak compared with that in LMNN, which might not lead to optimal solutions. For example, CML may push possible recommendation candidates too far away.
One work we would like to mention is [16] . Although it has the same name (metric factorization) as ours, the underlying principle, techniques, and the tasks of this model and ours are totally different.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first define the research problem and then discuss the limitation of matrix factorization. 
Problem Formulation
Suppose we have M users and N items, the rating/interaction matrix is represented by R ∈ R M ×N . Let u and i denote user and item respectively. R ui indicates the preference of user u to item i. In most cases, most of the entries in R are unknown, and the aim of recommender system is to predict preference scores for these unseen entries. The value of the R can be explicit ratings such as rating score with range [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] or implicit feedback. Explicit ratings can be utilized for rating estimation for unknown entries, while implicit feedback can be used for generating personalized ranked recommendation lists (also known as one-class recommendations or top-n recommendation [17] ). Implicit feedback such as view history, browsing log, click count and purchasing record are more abundant and easier to acquire than explicit feedback, but explicit ratings still play a critical role in modern recommender systems. In this work, we will investigate both of them and explore/evaluate them individually. Here, the definition of implicit feedback is as follows:
The interaction can flexibly represent any kind of implicit feedback. 1 indicates that the user item pair (u, i) is observed. 0 does not necessarily mean the user dislikes the item, it can also indicate the user does not realize the existence of item i. We treat items i as a positive sample for user u if R ui = 1, and as a negative sample if R ui = 0. For a clear presentation, Table 1 summarizes the notations and denotations used in this paper.
Limitation of Matrix Factorization
Leaving aside the success of matrix factorization for recommendation tasks, it is not without flaws. One major problem is that dot product restricts the expressiveness of matrix factorization [18] . Dot product cares about the magnitudes and angles of two vectors. To some extent, it measures the similarities rather than distances of the two vectors in terms of both magnitude and angle 3 . Here we extend an example from [18] . As shown in Figure 1 , we attempt to use the user latent factors (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) to model the similarities of users and compare it with the 3. In fact, dot product boils down to cosine similarity when ignoring the magnitude user similarity computed by Jaccard similarity (s) from the interaction matrix. Assuming that we have three users: u 1 , u 2 and u 3 , the similarities based on interaction matrix are: s 23 > s 12 > s 13 , then the corresponding user latent factors P 1 , P 2 and P 3 can be positioned like Figure 1 ( 
Introduction to Metric Factorization
To tackle the disadvantage of matrix factorization and tap into the power of positions and distance, we propose a novel recommendation model namely, metric factorization. Unlike matrix factorization which treats users and items as vectors in a new space, metric factorization considers the users and items as points in a low-dimensional coordinate system and their relationships are represented by Euclidean distances. As its name indicates, metric factorization factorizes the distance between users and items to their positions.
Matrix factorization learns user and item latent factors via factorizing the interaction matrix which indicates the similarities between users and items. Nonetheless, to learn the user and item positions, we cannot directly utilize the rating/interaction matrix R since distance and similarity are two opposite concepts. Thus, we need to firstly convert the R into distance matrix Y . To this end, we adopt a simple but effective principle:
With this equation, highest similarity will become zero which indicates that the distance between u and i is zero. Through this flip operation, we manage to convert similarity to distance while keeping its distribution properties. This conversion can be applied to both explicit rating scores or binary interaction data by just defining the maximum similarity based on the range of feedback. We will specify it in the following sections.
Distance (or Metric, in mathematics, distances and metrics are synonyms, so we will use these two words interchangeably) is a numerical measurement of how far apart objects are. Distance function should satisfy four critical conditions: non-negativity, identity of indiscernibles, symmetry and triangle inequality. There are many metrics that are used in different application domains or scenarios such as discrete metric, Euclidean metric, Graph metric, etc. In the Euclidean space R k , distance between two points are usually measured by Euclidean distance (or 2 -norm distance). That is:
Euclidean distance has been widely used in machine learning, sensor networks, geometry, etc., due to its simple form and useful properties [19] . In practice, squared distance is usually adopted to avoid the trouble of computing the square root.
In metric factorization, we will utilize the Euclidean distance to measure the distance between users and items in a low-dimensional coordinate system. Let k denote the dimensionality of the space. For each user and item, we assign a vector: P u ∈ R k and Q i ∈ R k , to determine its position in this multidimensional space. After that, we measure the distance between user and item with Euclidean Distance:
In real-world recommender applications, only some entries of the distance matrix are known. The goal of metric factorization is to learn the user and item positions given the partially observed distance matrix:
The function f varies with the task of recommendation (rating prediction and item ranking). We will detail the formulation with regard to different tasks in the following sections. So far, we are aware that matrix factorization and metric factorization are very much alike. Although both of them factorize a big and sparse matrix into two more manageable, compact matrices, this factorization operation and the learned matrices have totally different physical interpretations. Nonetheless, we can associate the P u and Q i of metric factorization with user's preferences and item latent features in the same way as matrix factorization. Figure 2 simply illustrates the procedure of metric factorization (for rating prediction). First, we get the distance matrix from the similarity matrix with Equation 2, then we factorize the distance matrix and learn the positions of users and items. After attaining the positions, if required, we can easily recover every entry of the similarity matrix and make recommendations.
Metric Factorization for Rating Prediction
As aforementioned, metric factorization can be applied to both rating prediction and item ranking. In this section, we will introduce how to perform rating prediction with metric factorization.
Basic Model
For rating prediction, it is enough and more efficient to just consider observed interaction data. Let K denote the set of observed rating data.
First, we convert the rating matrix R into distance metrics with the following equation:
Where R max is the possible maximum rating score. Note that we use explicit ratings here, thus, if R max = 5, the rating score of 3, then the distance Y ui = 5 − 3 = 2.
Afterwards, we need to choose a loss function. Traditional pairwise loss used in metric learning is not suitable for rating prediction as we need to recover the precise rating value instead of a ranked list. Therefore, we adopt the widely used squared loss and we learn the user and item positions by minimizing the following loss:
This model is closely related to basic matrix factorization, the only difference is that we replace the dot product with Euclidean distance.
Adding Biases and Confidences
5.2.1. Adding Biases. The above basic model only considers the user and item interactions. However, individual effects of users or items also matter. For example, some items tend to receive higher ratings; some users tend to give low rating scores. Same as biased matrix factorization [9] , we also introduce the global, user and item bias terms to metric factorization. Thus, the distance between user and item is formulated as follows:
Here,Ŷ denotes the predicted distances. b u is the bias term of user u; b i is the bias term of item i; µ is the global bias which equals to the mean distance constructed from training data. Usually, we can add a hyper parameter τ to scale µ as the mean distance cannot always reflect the real global bias.
Confidence Mechanism.
Another important aspect we would like to consider is the reliability and stability of the rating data. Most rating prediction algorithms ignore the noise of ratings and assume that all ratings can be treated as ground truth. Nonetheless, not all observed ratings deserve the same weight [9] . For example, some users might give two different scores when being asked to rate the same item twice at different time [20] . Former studies [20] , [21] suggest that extreme ratings (e.g., 1 and 5) are more reliable than moderate ratings (e.g, 2, 3 and 4). To alleviate this issue, we propose adding a confidence value c ui for each rating score and revise the loss function to:
Note that the confidence c ui can represent many factors such as reliability, implicit feedback by specifying the confidence definition. Inspired by the conclusion of [20] , we design a novel confidence mechanism to assign higher confidence values to more reliable ratings.
Where g(·) can be absolute, square, or even logarithm functions. α (confidence level) is a hyper-parameter to control the magnitude of the confidence. This confidence mechanism ensures extreme ratings to get higher confidence. It is flexible to replace this confidence strategy with other advanced ones.
Regularization
Training on the observed ratings can easily lead to overfitting. Traditional matrix factorization usually adopt 2 -norm regularization on latent factors and biases to avoid over-complex solutions. For the user and item biases, we apply the widely used 2 norm same as [9] .
5.3.1. Norm Clipping. For P and Q, 2 norm regularization is undesirable as it will push users and items close to the origin. Instead of minimizing the 2 regularization, we relax the constraints to the Euclidean ball and perform 2 norm clipping after each updates.
Where l control the size of the Euclidean ball. These two constraints work as regularization to restrict the value of U u and V i in 2 -norm unit ball so that the data points will not spread too widely [14] , [22] . This operation is generally performed when updating the parameters in every iteration.
5.3.2.
Dropout. Dropout is a simple but useful approach for tackling overfitting problem in neural networks [23] .
The main idea is to drop some neurons during training stage to avoid co-adaptation between neural units. Here, we propose a similar method and apply it to metric factorization. As Equation (3) indicated, the final distance is the addition of the distance of each dimension. To prevent the co-adaptations among dimensions, we propose randomly dropping the some dimensions and computing the overall distance with the remaining dimensions.
In the above example, we remove the second, third and k th dimension, so these dimensions will not contribute to the distance prediction in that epoch. The dropped dimensions are subject to change in each epoch. Note that this dropout operation is only carried out during the training period.
Metric Factorization for Item Ranking
Item ranking is another important task of recommender systems where only implicit feedback is available. Explicit ratings are not always present in many real-world applications, nonetheless, there is often nontrivial information about the interactions, such as purchase records, listen to tracks, clicks, and even rating itself can also be viewed as a kind of implicit feedback [24] , [25] . In reality, the amount of implicit data of some applications far outweighs the quantity of explicit feedback, this makes implicit feedback to be the primary focus in some systems. First, we need to convert the similarity into distance. Following the principle (2), we conduct the transformation with the following equation:
Since R ui equals either 0 or 1, the distance Y ui = a if R ui = 0 and Y ui = z if R ui = 1. These two hyperparameters make it very flexible to control the user and item distances. When setting the value of a and z, we need to ensure the inequality: a > z, to make the distance between user and uninteracted item greater than that between user and interacted item. Usually, we can set z to zero. As R ui equals either "1" or "0", all < user, positive item > (or < user, negative item >) has same distance unlike rating prediction whose distances vary with the rating scores. For ranking task, it is usually beneficial to take the unobserved interactions (negative sample) into consideration. Such as Bayesian personalized ranking, Collaborative metric learning, or weighted matrix factorization [3] , neural collaborative filtering [5] , the former two models are trained in pairwise manner which sample a negative item for each observed interaction. WRMF adopts a pointwise learning approach but also considers negative items. To learn the positions of users and items from implicit data, we employ a pointwise approach and minimize the following weighted square loss.
It is similar to equation (7). The major difference is that we consider all unobserved interactions and bias terms are removed. c ui is also a confidence value, here, it is adopted to model the implicit feedback and is defined as:
Where w ui represents the observation of implicit feedback, we can simply treat the counts of implicit actions as the observation, for example, if a user browses the item twice, then w ui = 2. For large numbers, we can also convert it to log-scale like [3] . Since this information is usually absent in publicly available dataset, we set w to R ui (0 or 1). The functionality of hyper-parameter α is the same as that Equation 10 . For regularization, we take the same approach including 2 -norm clipping and dropout as described in Section 5.3. Figure 3 illustrates an example of how the proposed approach works. Our model can not only force users and their preferred items closer but also push unpreferred items away even though we adopt a pointwise training scheme. Unlike most metric learning based models, which enforce imposters outside of the user territory by some finite margin, the confidence mechanism in this approach provides possibility for negative items to invade user territory, which is beneficial for recommendation task as it can work as a filter to select negative items for recommendation. Another important characteristic of our model is that it can indirectly cluster users who share a large amount of items together. This property makes it possible to capture the relationships between neighbourhoods which are also important for item recommendation [26] .
Learning of Metric Factorization

Optimization and Recommendation
We optimize the both the rating estimation and ranking learning model with Adagrad [27] . Adagrad adapts the step size to the parameters based on the frequencies of updates. Thus, it reduces the demand to tune the learning rate. The learning process for metric factorization is shown below.
Procedure 1 Training Procedure of Metric Factorization
Input: R, k, P , Q, learning rate η, α, l, a and z, ( 
initialize P , Q, (and b u , b i ) with normal distribution. 3: end procedure 4: procedure MODEL LEARNING 5: for all pairs (u, i) in current batch do During the testing, we can compute the distance between target user and item positions. As for rating prediction, we reconstruct the ratings using the following rule:
For example, if the predicted distance isŶ ui = 4 and R max = 5, then the predicted rating score is 1. For item ranking, we directly rank the predicted distance in descending order instead of ascending order as we usually do in matrix factorization. Smaller distance indicates that the user is more likely to be interested in the item. Therefore we will recommend users with items that close to them.
Model Complexity
The computation for rating prediction is linear to the number of ratings and it can be trained in O(|K|k), where k is the dimension of latent factors and |K| is the number of ratings. For item ranking, since all entries of the interaction matrix are involved, the model complexity is O(|R|k). As for the computation time (on GPU), it takes about 50s to get satisfactory recommendation performance for rating estimation on Movielens 100K. For item ranking, the computation time for each epoch is about 15s, and it usually takes less than 30 epochs to achieve a satisfactory result.
Experiments
In this section, we describe the evaluation settings and show the performance of metric factorization. As rating prediction and item ranking are usually investigated separately with different evaluation metrics, we evaluate the metric factorization based rating prediction and item ranking models individually. We implement metric factorization with Tensorflow 4 and conduct experiments on a NVIDIA TITAN X Pascal GPU. We empirically evaluate the proposed methodology mainly to answer the following three research questions:
• RQ1 Does the proposed methodology make more accurate rating estimation than MF and neural network based models?
• RQ2 Can the proposed approach outperform neural network and metric learning approaches in terms of item ranking?
• RQ3 How do the hyper-parameters impact the model performances?
Evaluation for Rating Prediction
8.1.1. Datasets Descriptions. We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on rating prediction using the following datasets:
• Goodbooks. This dataset contains six million ratings for about ten thousand most popular books. It is collected from a real-word book website 5 .
• Movielens Datasets. We use three versions of publicly available Movielens data including Movielens 100K,Movielens 1M and Movielens Latest. Movielens 100K and Movielens 1M are widely adopted benchmark movie data collected by GroupLens research Project. Movielens Latest is a comparatively new dataset which includes historical interactions between 1995 to the year 2016. [28] . Since these metrics are commonplace for recommendation evaluation, we omit the details of evaluation metrics for brevity.
Baselines.
We compare our approach with the following baselines.
• Average. This approach predicts ratings based on average historical ratings and has two variants: UserAverage and ItemAverage.
• SlopOne [29] . It is an efficient online rating-based collaborative filtering approach.
• BPMF [10] . This model considers the matrix factorization from a probabilistic perspective and provides a fully Bayesian treatment by solving it with Markov chain Monte Carlo.
• BiasedSVD. This model introduces the bias to both user and items and equips basic matrix factorization to model the user/item specific characteristics.
• NRR [30] . NRR is a neural rating regression model which captures the user and item interactive relationships with neural network regression.
• NNMF [31] . This model replaces the simple dot product of matrix factorization with multi-layered neural network and decomposes it into two latent vectors for both users and items.
8.1.4. Experimental Setups. We optimize our model in mini batch mode. For a fair comparison, we randomly split each dataset into a training set and a test set by the ratio of 9:1, and report the average results over five different splits. Hyper-parameters for compared baselines are carefully tuned to achieve their best performances. Our model is not very sensitive to small variations of learning rate. This is mainly due to the adaptive gradient optimizer we adopted as it can eliminate the demand to tune the learning rate. Thus, we set the learning rate to 0.05 for all datasets. The bias regularization rate λ is set to 0.01 excerpt for Movielens latest (λ = 0.05). The confidence level α is set to 0.2 excerpt for Movielens 1M (α = 0.1). g(·) is set to square function for Goodbooks, Movielens latest and 1M and it is set to absolute function for Movielens 100k. Other parameters are listed as follows: Table 3 , we observed that our model consistently outperforms all compared methods including classic matrix factorization based models as well as neural network based models on all datasets. Specifically, Metric factorization achieves substantial improvements over BPMF and BiasedSVD. Naive approaches UserAverage and ItemAverage perform poorly on all datasets. Recent neural network based model NRR and NNMF are two competitive baselines especially on large scale dataset Goodbooks. However, NRR does not perform well on other three datasets. With this table, we can give a sure answer to RQ1.
Evaluation for Item Ranking
In this section, we evaluate the performance of metric factorization on item ranking tasks.
Datasets Description.
We also report the experimental results over four real-world datasets. The datasets are described as follows:
• Yahoo Research Dataset. It consists of two datasets: Yahoo movie and Yahoo music. Both of them are provided by Yahoo Research Alliance Webscope program 6 . The music preference dataset is collected from Yahoo Music services. 6 . http://research.yahoo.com/Academic Relations • FilmTrust. FilmTrust is crawled from a film sharing and rating website by Guo et al. [32] . In this work, we do not use the trust information in this dataset.
• EachMovie. EachMovie 7 is also a movie dataset which is widely adopted for recommendation evaluation. Table 5 summarizes the details of the datasets. All of the interactions are binarized by the method introduced in Section 3.1.
Evaluation Metrics.
To evaluate the ranking accuracy and quality, we employed five widely used metrics: Recall, Precision, Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (DNCG). In most cases, users only care about the topmost recommended items, so we employ these evaluations at a given cut-off n and denote them as: Precision@n and Recall@n. In practice, making items that interest target users more rank higher will enhance the quality of recommendation lists. MAP, MRR and NDCG are three rank-aware measurements with which higher ranked positive items are prioritized. Thus they are suitable for assessing the quality of ranked lists [33] . MRR cares about the single highest-ranked relevant item. NDCG is determined by Discounted Cumulative Gain and Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain. Detail definitions are omitted for the sake of conciseness.
Baselines.
We compare our model with the following classic and recent strong baselines:
• POP. It is a non-personalized method which generates recommendations according to the item popularity and recommends users with the most popular items.
• ItemKNN [34] . Item-based collaborative filtering method recommends items which are similar to items the user has liked. Here the similarity between items is computed with cosine function.
• BPR [2] . It is a generic pairwise optimization criterion and works even better by integrating MF. The BPR optimization criterion aims to maximize the differences between negative and positive samples.
• WRMF [3] . It is an effective ranking model for implicit feedback. It uses dot product to model the user item interaction patterns as well.
• NeuMF [18] . NeuMF combines multi-layered preceptron with generalized matrix factorization and computes the ranking scores with a neural layer instead of dot product. It treats the ranking problem as a classification task and optimizes the model by minimizing the cross entropy loss.
• CDAE [13] . CDAE learns user and item distributed representations from interaction matrix with autoencoder. Denoising technique is utilized to improve generalization and prevent overfitting. Here, we use logistic loss to optimize the network as it is reported to achieve the best performances in the original paper.
• CML [14] . CML is competitive baseline for the proposed approach. Here, we train it with two types of loss: pairwise hinge loss and weighted approximate-rank pairwise loss (WAPR). Note that the WARP loss is computational intensive due to the pre-computations for negative samples. Here, we set the negative sampling number to 20 to avoid extended computing time.
BPR and WRMF are matrix factorization based models; NeuMF and CDAE are neural network based models; CML-PAIR and CML-WARP are metric learning based models. 9 . We implemented all other models with Tensorflow. We test our model with five random splits by using 80% of the interaction data as training set and the remaining 20% as test set and report the average results. Hyper-parameters are determined with grid search. The dimensions of user and item vectors in our approach and CML are tuned amongst {80, 100, 120, 150, 200}. Learning rate of the proposed model is set to 0.1. The margin of CML-pair and CML-WARP is amongst {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0}. For all datasets, we consider the interaction as the observation of implicit feedback and set w ui = R ui (Here, R ui is constructed from the training set.). Same as rating prediction, we set the learning rate to 0.05 for all datasets. The dimension k is set to 100 for EachMovie and k = 200 for other three datasets. We find that simply setting the distance scale factor z to 0 is sufficient for the adopted four datasets. Another distance scale factor a is set to: 2.25 for FilmTrust, 2.0 for YahooMovie and EachMovie, 0.5 for YahooMusic. The confidence level α is set to 4 for FilmTrust and 1 for other three datasets. Dropout does not influence the ranking performance much on these four datasets, so we do not use dropout in the experiments.
Results and Discussions.
Results in terms of the MAP, MRR, NDCG, Precion and Recall at cut-off five and ten are shown in Table 6 . In particular, three key observations can be drawn from the results:
First, the proposed approach consistently achieves the best performances on all datasets. The overall performance gaining over WRMF model is up to 20.8%. Although both CML and the proposed approach rely on distance measurement, our model still outperforms the CML by up to 8.7%, which indicates that our model can reflect the distance relationship among users and items more accurately. Second, Euclidean distance based models (Metric factorization and CML) outperform methods that use dot product, neural network models and neighbourhood based models; The improvement suggests that metric based models are 8 . http://mymedialite.net/index.html 9. https://github.com/hexiangnan/neural collaborative filtering more plausible to model user item interaction patterns than other forms. Third, neural network based models CDAE and NeuMF are strong baselines and outperform traditional matrix factorization. Even though NeuMF and BPRMF adopt negative sampling, NeuMF gets more accurate results than BPRMF. CDAE performs better than WRMF in most cases. This suggests the certain effectiveness of introducing nonlinearity. However, there is still a huge performance gap between these models and our approach, which also demonstrates the superiority of metric factorization compared to neural based approach.
In words, these observations demonstrate the advantages of considering the recommendation problem from the positions and distances perspective, and the experiments empirically show the efficacy of the method we adopted to learn users' and items' positions. With these results, we can give a sure answer to research question RQ2.
Model Parameter Analysis
In this section, we will investigate the impact of model parameters to answer RQ3. All the experiments are performed on Movielens Latest (Rating Prediction) and FilmTrust (Item Ranking). Due to limited space, we only report the RMSE for rating prediction and NDCG for item ranking. Matrix factorization model BiasedSVD and WRMF act as the baselines. Figure 4(a) shows the varying RMSE on rating prediction for Movielens Latest.
We observe that our model outperforms BiasedSVD with same dimension settings, and it takes smaller dimension for metric factorization to reach the best performance. The overfitting issue on rating prediction of both models is not serious. Figure 4(b) shows the varying NDCG on item ranking for FilmTrust. Clearly, WRMF is easy to overfit with large number of dimensions. Best performance of WRMF is usually achieved with a comparatively small number, and then the performance will decrease rapidly (a similar phenomenon is also observed on other datasets.), which greatly limits the flexibility and expressiveness of the recommendation model. This might be due to the weakness of dot product we explained in Section 3.2. While our model is less likely to overfit with comparatively large number of dimensions, the performances are usually enhanced by increasing the dimension size properly, which allows the model to capture more factors of user preferences and item characteristics on personalized ranking task.
Maximum Clip
Value l. Figure 5 shows the impacts of maximum clip value l on model performance. l is a critical model parameters as it controls the scope of user and item positions. Intuitively, ideal clip value might be determined by the range of feedback value (e.g., ratings, binary implicit feedback). Since the implicit feedback in our work is set to 0 or 1, setting l to 1 is enough in most cases. While for rating prediction, the rating score range could be diverse, so l should be carefully tuned. 8.3.3. Confidence Level α. In this experiment, we mainly investigate the impact of hyper-parameter α. Setting α = 0 means we do not employ the confidence mechanism. It reflects the model's confidence on its prediction. In rating prediction, α works with function g(·) to reduce the potential noise in rating data and increase the model robustness. In item ranking, α scales the implicit feedback to differentiate between positive samples and negative samples. As shown in Figure 6 , the confidence mechanism does help improve the model efficacy. One practical guideline for choosing α is to determine it based on how much confidence you have about your estimation. dropout does improve the performance of rating prediction. Nonetheless, the dropout rate is usually set to a small value as we do not want to drop useful information. Unfortunately, we find that the dropout operation does not favor the ranking based model. It controls the minimum distance that we would like to push the negative items away from the users. As shown the Figure 7 (a), a does not have as much influence as other parameters like k and l. The performance on FilmTrust does not fluctuate much with a being set to 1.75 -2.5.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose the metric factorization which treats the recommendation problem from a novel perspective. Instead of modeling the user item similarity with dot product, we treat users and items as objects in the same multidimensional space and model their distances with Euclidean distance. We developed two variants of metric factorization to tackle the two classic recommendation tasks:rating prediction and item ranking. Experiments on a number of real world datasets from different domains showed that our model outperform conventional matrix factorization models and latest neural network and metric learning based approaches.
For future work, since metric factorization shares the similar structure as matrix factorization, we will explore its advanced extensions by accommodating temporal dynamics, side information such as item and user descriptions, review texts and even trust/social relationships. In this item ranking version of metric factorization, all negative entries of R are included, we could explore some negative sampling strategy such as randomly sampling and dynamic negative sampling [35] to reduce the training samples
